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Jussi's Visit to Charleston a Triumph
by Ward Murray

From left, Sue Flaster, soprano Deanna
McBroom, Mats Carlsson, Robin Zemp
and John Erik Eleby

·---

ad Jussi ever performed in
Charleston, SC, that would
most assuredly have been the
local headline! Nearly fifty years after
his death, a large contingent of JBS
members descended upon this jewel of
the South for a weekend conference that
celebrated his life, legacy, and repertoire, as well as a strong Swedish connection to this port city dating back to
the ante-bellum period and extending
to the present day.

H

Some of my colleagues and I arrived
on Friday morning to a spectacular
downpour at the airport, but quickly encountered sunshine and blue skies once
arriving in the city proper. A quick
check-in at the conveniently located
McAlister Hall at the College of
Charleston campus, and I was on foot in
this eminently walk-able place - taking
in the sights and sounds of King Street
and its unique selection of shops, restaurants, and historic buildings. The jasmine was in full bloom, climbing the
ubiquitous Palmettos that lined the
thoroughfare, and sending their inimitable fragrance throughout the town. I
had a formidable lunch at the Old Town
Restaurant of Greek fare, before continuing my adventures.
Stopping to admire the hanging moss
on the old trees guarding the entrance to
the Charleston Library Society, founded
in 1748, I encountered a gentleman with
a distinct Scandinavian accent, who informed me that the trees were Ginkgo,
one of the oldest species extant on the
planet. I asked him ifhe was Swedish, and
discovered that he was Finnish, "but not
quite finished", and living in Charleston
with his wife, the proprietor of a nearby
shop. We spoke of Jussi and his Finnish
CHARLESTON continued on page 2
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Editor's note

his issue is largely devoted to
the recent JBS Conference in
Charleston, SC. As you will
read, the presenters were as varied as
their subjects, and we managed to
cover a good deal of ground, both
Jussicological and otherwise. Ward
Murray has written an evocative and
personal narrative, and we are able to
accompany that with entertaining
piclures thanks to David and Vivienne Hill and Ward himself.
The re-issue of the 1950 Don
Carlo has struck most of us as nearly
miraculous. Read what Dan Shea
thin.ks about it. Dan also provides us
with useful thoughts from the
Stephen Hastings liner notes.
Reprinted from "Gramophone''
magazine is John Steane's look at
things "historical" and not, and his
very appreciative reviews of more recent releases.
I hope to have some more concrete news about the important dates
of 2010 and 2011 by the time the
next newsletter appears.

T

SPECIAL NOTE Thanks to Ward

Murray and Hillary Talmadge
(Kendall Svengalis's daughter) we
now have a spiffy JBS brochure. If
you need some for missionary activity, please contact one of the Board
members. ■

Harald Henrysson and historian Nie Butler

connection, and I expressed my hope that
he would be able to attend some of the
JBS events that weekend. It was a very
pleasant happenstance and an occasion to
proselytize for JBS. After a pleasant afternoon wandering the streets of Charleston
and admiring its unique architecture, I
headed back to McAlister Hall.
The first official event of the conference was the Charleston harbor dinner
cruise. A group of us gathered outside the
tour bus that was to take us to the boat,
and there I encountered a number of old
friends and familiar faces from conferences past, in addition to new friends attending their first JBS event. It was so nice
to put familiar names from the Jussi chat
group with unfamiliar faces, and increase
an ever-extending and gratifying circle of
old and new friends with a very important connection. We were soon on our
way to the point of embarkation for the
dinner cruise.
I have been on a number of these types
of cruises in various cities, but certainly
none better. The fare on this leisurely harbor tour surpassed all expectations, and I
can speak fqr the she-crab soup, shrimp
with grits, and the pecan pie for dessert.
The weather cooperated wonderfully,

with cool breezes and clear views of the
cityscape at night on both the Ashley and
Cooper Rivers. The camaraderie and
conviviality of our JBS group was hard to
beat, and the dance floor was put to extensive use by JBS members Dick and
Cathy Soderquist.
Saturday morning required comprehensive caffeination at the local Starbucks before exploring the large and
interesting farmers' market across the
street at Marion Square. The market featured an extensive collection of locally
grown produce, in addition to locally
caught seafood, various baked goods,
honey, coffee (I wish I had known!), arts
and crafts, and a fabulous breakfast concession. Believing in that adage that if
something is worth doing, it's worth
overdoing- I had shrimp and grits for
breakfast! They were the best I ever had.
And of course I had to buy a bag of grits
to take home, because the slow-cooking
kind is not easily found in Virginia.
From the farmers' market, we
traipsed down the dozen or so blocks to
the intersection of Meeting and Market
streets and then onto Anson street in
search of a horse-drawn carriage ride.
For $20 a local character regaled us with
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Stephen Hastings with member
Stephen Fischman

stories of this colonial city and his own
colorful personal history, while pointing out various landmarks and buildings of note. The experience was well
worth it. Quickly running out of time
and energy, we took one of the local
trolley buses down Meeting Street to
Calhoun for an easy walk to McAlister
Hall to freshen up for the series of presentations at the Ch arleston County
Public Library that afternoon.
The first presentation by Nie Butler,
Ph.D., gave a brief history of the city of
Charleston as the only walled British
city established in North America, in a
response to threats from Spanish and
later French interests in the 17th and
18th centuries. He then established
Charleston's musical bona fides, noting
that the first opera performed in North
America was given there in 1735. Subscription concerts were advertised as
early as 1732, continuing under the auspices of the St. Cecelia Society in 1766,
with an unbroken tradition extending
54 years. Beginning with the Panic of
1819, and a series of other depressions
and political crises culminating in the
Civil War, the musical scene in
Charleston was effectively decimated.

Since the city could no longer afford to
support resident local artists, touring
groups became central to Charleston's
cultural life.
The venerable Harald Henrysson, retiring Curator of the Jussi Bjorling Museum, gave a talk about-early Swedish
connections to Charleston, particularly
in the 1850s with the arrival of Emilie
Hammarskold and her husband, a
prominent architect who would design
the Statehouse in Columbia. Emilie was
a singer, pianist, organist, and composer
who played an important role in the
musical life of the city for a brief period
before her untimely death at the age of
only 33. She and her husband hosted
other prominent Swedes who visited or
settled in Charleston, possibly including
the most famous, Jenny Lind: upon arriving on December 23, 1850, after a
particularly harrowing voyage from
New York, Lind obtained and decorated
the city's first Christmas tree. From
Swedes in Charleston, we came to THE
Swede at the Royal Opera, with Stefan
Johansson's (Head of Dramaturgy,
Kungliga Operan) insightful presentation on Jussi's career there.
Mr. Johansson's particular focus was
on the 19th century milieu and vocal
standards that were the basis for Jussi's
vocal pedagogy and particularly those
who had an influence on his life at the
Royal Academy of Music and the Royal
Opera, including Joseph Hislop and
John Forsell.
Hislop was particularly detested by
Birgit Nilsson, because his method of
teaching relied on intimidation and insult. Studying by imitating was the rule,
with very little artistic freedom until
one completed one's studies. It was an
era when young singers at the opera
were expected to p erform whatever
roles they were assign ed, without question, for the ten month repertory season, and then to learn and study new
roles during the two m onth "holiday" at
the summer home ofJohn Forsell.

Recordings from singers prominent
directly before and during Jussi's early
career at the Royal Opera were played,
including tenors David Stockman,
Joseph Hislop, Martin Ohman, and
baritone John Forsell. Sweden looked to
Paris for vocal technique, which in turn
derived from the Italy of the bel canto
era, not the present-day Milan of the
early 20th century. Forsell was trained
by Gunther, who was of the Garcia
School. It was a highly stylized singing.
Of course, one cannot have a discussion of Jussi's career at the Royal Opera
without examples of his vocal art and
Mr. Johansson did not stint on that. We
were treated to Jussi's spectacular rendition from 1938 of "Ich hab' kein Geld"
from Der Bette/student, then live excerpts from the 1957 house recording of
Trovatore, the tear-inducing 1959 Manon
Lescaut, and finally, the last known unpublished recording of Jussi (and now
available on Caprice CAP 22063) from
the stage of the Royal Opera-a spectacular "Vittoria!" from Tosca recorded February 12, 1959. It was a very satisfying
way to end the afternoon.
39 Rue St. John was the unofficial
venue for dinner, in which the JBS crowd
took over a large portion of the restaurant. I had the pleasu re of being seated
across from Jussi's granddaughter, Susie.
The discussions among the group were
disparate, wide-ranging and punctuated
with laughter. We had the opportunity to
continue our conversation and walk off
some of our dinner, as we made our way
to the College of Charleston Simons
Center recital hall for what proved to be
a memorable evening.
The con cert participants were
renowned tenor and first recipient of
the Scandinavian Jussi Bjorling prize,
Mats Carlsson; bass-baritone John Erik
Eleby of the Royal Opera, Stockholm,
and one of the founders of Scandinavian

Charleston continued on page 4
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Stefan Johansson of the Royal Opera

Jussi Bjorling Society; distinguish ed soprano Deanna McBroom, Director of
the Voice Program at the College of
Charleston; and pianist Robin Zemp, a
highly regarded and sensitive accompanist, on the faculty of College of
Charleston's School of the Arts. The
program was a veritable "Jussifest" that
included German lieder and Scandinavian songs not unfamiliar to those of us
who listen frequently to his recital discs.
Something new and different was a collection of three Emilie Hammarsk old
songs performed by each of the singers.
Particularly affecting was a Strauss set
beginning with "Morgen" and ending
with ·"Standche n;' performed by Ms.
McBroom, a haunting "Sav, sav, susa;'
performed by Mr. Eleby, and a rousing
"Till havs:' performed by Mr. Carlsson.
The soloists joined by the audience concluded with a suitably robust rendition
of "Land du valsignade:' The spirit of
Jussi was surely with us that night.
A number of us repaired to the
lounge of the Francis Marion Hotel for
a nightcap. I couldn't resist ordering a
mint julep. More fellowship and a discussion of the day's events ensued, but
we didn't tarry too long, as some very
interesting presentations by Harald
Henrysson and Stephen Hasting were in
store for Sunday morning.

Stephen Hastings' presentatio n explored "Jussi Bjorling, a maturing performer" and gave a fascinating account
ofJussi's evolving artistry through comparison of earlier recordings with later
ones. This deft analysis puts the lie to
the claims of some critics that insist
Jussi peaked as a performing artist in
the late 1930s. However, Stephen
warned against generalizations in this
regard, as artistic interpretation in opera
is subject to so many variables, including the colleagues one is partnered with,
the mood and health of the artist, the
Corresponden t Ward Murray
level of collaboration and comfort with,
the conductor. That said, he cited the
September 1957 Italian recordings as
"Jussi in the South" was the title of
among the best of his Italian language
Harald Henrysson's presentation, and I
recordings, dispatched with "great eleand
was simply amazed by the depth
He played the magnificent
gance".
breadth ofJussi's activities on tour in the
"Amor ti vieta" as a prime example.
south; from a recital at the Blair Junior
Jussi sang the role of the Duke in
High School Auditorium in Norfolk,
for the longest period from
Rigoletto
Virginia, on December 5, 1938, to his
1932 to 1958. In 1930 the 19 year old
performance, that according to one reJussi sang "Questa o quella" in Swedish.
viewer was "matchless in its brilliance
Stephen described it as "charming but
in
and beauty" (who would disagree?)
timid''. The 1944 recording of the same
Atlanta on April 13, 1959, and memoriaria with Grevillius- this time in Italalized in a stereo recording. Jussi perian, suffers from some mispronunciaformed about as far north as one can
tions. Finally, from the 1957 complete
and still be considered in the Southlive recording in Stockholm with Kurt
Wheeling, West Virginia, all the way
Bendix conducting, "the character
down to Miami, Florida, and as far west
comes completely alive" and fully "capas El Paso, Texas. He was also active in
tures the cynical nature" of the Duke.
both pre- and post-war visits to Havana,
There were a number of other sidea veritable American playground at the
comparisons, in which Stephen
by-side
time. Ironically, Jussi never performed
us
guided on a tour ofJussi's artistry, inin Charleston , although South Carolina
cluding his roles in Trovatore, Manon
is well represented in his southern travLescaut, and Boheme. The August 5,
els, with recitals in Clemson, Greenville,
1960 Gothenburg concert was liberally
Columbia, and Spartanburg. In addition
cited as a towering artistic achievement,
to that memorable Atlanta recital, we
a little more than a month before Jussi's
have recordings ofJussi's April 20, 1950
death, and "clearly shows the developUn
performance in New Orleans of
ment as an artist''. He played Jussi's perballo in rnaschera, as well as his Decemformance of "In fernem Land;' which
ber 14, 1955 recital in the same city.
shows him "at the top of his powers':
Harald interspersed selections from
and stands as a testament for the ages of
these recordings generously throughout
this great artist. Stephen is writing a surhis presentation, which made it all the
vey of Jussi's recordings with critical
more satisfying.
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analyses and hopes to have it published
by the upcoming centenary in 2011. I
very much look forward to this important contribution to Jussi scholarship.
After some free time to explore the
city further and partake in a light lunch,
the second and final concert took place.
The same distinguished artists were involved in another tribute to Jussi with
most arias and duets that recalled treasured recordings. Some highlights included "Solenne in quest'ora" performed
by Messrs. Carlsson and Eleby, a sensitively rendered "Si, Mi chiarnano Mimi"
by Ms. McBroom, a powerful "Nessun
dorma" with a ringing high B by Mr.
Carlsson, and a positively demonic
"Vous qui faites l'endormie" presented
by Mr. Eleby. A great encore by Messrs.
Carlsson and Eleby of"Au fond du temple saint" concluded a wonderful afternoon performanc e by all involved.
The entire JBS contingent took over
the back room of Poogan's Porch on
Queen Street for our closing dinner. lt
was a fitting venue to wrap up an entire
weekend's worth of festivities. Good
food, great company, plenty of laughter,
handshakes, hugs and kisses, and a
moving toast by Anders Bjorling thanking the Society for its efforts to keep his
father's legacy alive. What a terrific
weekend· in Charleston , where old
friendships were strengthened and new
friendships were forged. This conference was brought together as a bridge to
the 2011 centenary festivities in Sweden.
It was another pearl in a string of them
that began with our first conference in
Washington, DC a decade (has it really
been that long?) ago. ■

Ward Murray is a Board member ofJBS.
He awoke to Jussi in his early 30'.s, and
like many late converts, has become a
zealot. Ward is part of the sizeable Washington D.C. JBS contingent.

A New 1950 Don Carlo,

Masterfully Remastered
By Dan Shea

Don Carlo (Verdi, 1867): Orchestra
and chorus of the Metropolitan
Opera, Fritz Stiedry conductor, with
Delia Riga!, Fedora Barbieri, Lucine
Amara; Jussi Bjorling, Robert Merrill, Cesare Siepi, Jerome Hines,
Lubomir Vichegonov. Radio broadcast of 11 November 1950; excerpts
from telecast of 6 November 1950.
WEST HILL RADIO ARCHIVES
WHRA 6021.

J

ussi Bjorling took on his last new
stage role, Don Carlo, to help open
the Met's first season with Rudolph
Bing as manager. At the November 6,
1950, premiere- which was telecastand again for the radio broadcast five
days later, Bjorling was at the top of his
form vocally and interpretively, steadily
producing bright, vividly- colored tones
in an impassioned portrayal of his character. It's another state-of-grace performance worthy to stand next to his
famous 1940 and 1947 broadcasts as
Romeo and his 1956 broadcast as des
Grieux in Manon Lescaut.
There are several different recordings
extant of the November 11 matinee
broadcast (in various transcription disc,
tape, LP, CD formats) and many of us
have the Myto CD edition (falsely labeled
as from the "6.1 1.50" opening night performance). That set at least has given us
most of the radio broadcasl performance
in listenable sound, but that sound is
veiled and cold, unpleasant even by 1950

standards. One didn't listen to this
recording to get a performance of Don
Carlo the opera, rather one sampled it for
the stellar vocal performances there that
could not conveniently be found elsewhere. Here I use the past tense for the
Myto set because it is now irrelevant: the
new WHRA CD set makes obsolete in
every way the previously-known generally-available versions.
This new 3-CD set brings us not only
the complete radio broadcast from the
November 11 matinee, but also major
scenes from the opening night telecast.
While the kinescope of that transmission seems to have been lost and the
known audiotape recording was "almost
unusable" according to sound engineer
Ward Marston, he has skillfully transformed parts of that tape to yield a good
account of nearly all of Carlo's music as
sung on that occasion: comparing the
two performances is an enjoyable exercise in "Jussi-colo gy" and a valuable
record of how our tenor managed the
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extra stresses of opening night.
The story of the provenance and reengineering of the new source is reported interestingly by Mr. Marston in
the accompanying booklet. A short
version of this story is that he and a
friend, checking a large collection of
reels of tape that had been given to
him, found one labeled "Met.Carlo
1950:' Luckily they decided to listen to
it and realized that it was a "high quality transfer" of original transcription
discs. There were still many problems
with the new tape, but with the tricks
of his remastering trade (described in
his report), Marston has achieved
something of a miracle: a version of the

performance that stands as a useful representation of the opera itself - not just
a souvenir of certain individual performances. The result is thoroughly listenable in toto, with the orchestra
sound warmer and fuller; even soprano
Delia Rigal is now heard to be quite adequate with some admirable moments,
especially in the final act.
Let's remind ourselves of some of the
vocal performances in the November 11
broadcast, as we hear them with fresh
ears via these new CDs. We can do no
better than to go to the WHRA booklet
and sample the superb analysis provided in Stephen Hastings' notes for the
booklet:
"Bjorling phrases with consummate
musicianship and irresistible tonal luster and makes sense of this elusive
character [Carlo] in a manner that will
rarely if ever be rivaled by later tenors.
Bjorling's Carlo is vulnerable, ingenuous and impulsive, but also idealistic
and attractively youthful. One can fully
comprehend his winning the love of
Elisabetta, Eboli and Rodrigo, yet at the
same time understand why his position
at court is so precarious. The felicities

of his singing are too numerous to list
here, but it is worth stressing how vital
a contribution the tenor's elegant use of
portamento makes to the expressive
force of his phrasing. In this he represents the finest tradition of late 19th
century singing, without any of the accompanying mannerisms:•
"From a technical point of view ....
baritone Robert Merrill was arguably no
less complete a singer than Bji:irling, as
his remarkably accurate reading of
'Carlo ch'e sol ii nostro amore' in Act
One proves: all of Verdi's notation is
scrupulously respected and the voice is
both handsome in colour and perfectly
poised on the breath. His diction is admirably clear... :'
"Delia Riga! ... commanded ample
volume and the right range for Elisabetta (her high Bs in the final scene are
her best notes) .... Ward Marston's
restoration of these recordings has
largely eliminated that sourness of tone
that made it difficult to appreciate the
soprano's qualities in earlier issues:•
"Mezzo Fedora Barbieri had already
performed Eboli in her home town of
Trieste in 1946 and she was to keep the
part in her repertoire for another eight
years. Her strengths lie in her biting delivery of the text, in the rhythmic energy
of her singing ... and in the velvety line
she sustains in the middle section of'O
don fatale; where Stiedry's stately tempo
encourages her not to break up the
legato or put too much pressure on her
chest voice:'
"The performance of her fellow Italian Cesare Siepi, making a truly impressive Met debut as Filippo II at the
age of twenty-seven, can be enjoyed unconditionally. The voice is naturally authoritative in timbre, powerful without
any hint of harshness or wooliness, and
the phrasing is consistently responsive
both to musical detail and to the dramatic context. The act three monologue
and dialogue with the Grande Inquisi-
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tore are genuine highlights of this performance, and Jerome Hines offers an
appropriately weighty portrayal of the
latter role:'
Stephen Hastings also notes that
"None of these singers recorded the
opera commercially and the best of
them all-Jussi Bji:irling-can be heard
as Carlo only in these two Met performances, although he was to perform
the role another fourteen times in all"
around the country.
And Stephen focuses on the final
duet "Ma lassu ci vedremo in un mondo
migliore" between Elisabetta and Carlo,
which he calls "one of Verdi's most unearthly melodies;' pointing out that
Riga! begins "in a beguiling head-voice"
with Bji:irling then repeating the melody
"in tones of quite breathtaking beauty:
the sound is translucent and otherworldly, the phrases are bound together
with an exquisite play of legato. No
other tenor on disc comes close to investing this music with a similar degree
of spiritual inwardness and in the opening night television relay of the same
production he responds to the soprano's
mezza voce with an even gentler tracing
of the line:'
Conclusion: There's some brilliant
singing here, and we can at last appreciate the performance as a whole because
finally the recording itself does justice
to the performers: In act three Elisabetta
cries for "Giustizia, giustizia!" from Filippo and now justice finally has been
done, not of course by Filippo but definitely by Ward Marston for Verdi, Elisabetta, Carlo, and the entire cast!

Notes: 1. Members of the Jussi Bjorling

Society-USA can order the WHRA Don
Carlo from the JB Museum via email for
the bargain postage-included price of
$42 and then pay via JBS-USA using a US

bank check or Paypal: email your order
and postal address to Jan-OlofDamberg
at jussibjorlingmuseet@borlange. Then
send your check to Treasurer Art Skantz
at 8317 W, Franklin Ave., St Louis Park,
MN 55426, USA (or, for Paypal, via
askantz@iexposure.com).
2. Let's also give thanks to the anonymous opera lover who back in 1950
provided an adequate tape recorder
and put it to good use, and then sent
his tape to Ward Marston. This story illustrates how there may be better
sources for other classic performances
of the 1950s era and we' ll continue to
attempt to locate and support efforts to
make those available. For example, our
friend and JBS Ad visor Don Goldberg
himself has owned a tape of the 11 Novem ber 1950 broadcast that seems of
comparable quality to the one used for
the new WHRA set. And recall the
good news reported in our current
Journal # 17 about progress towards a
release of many of Bjorling's radio concerts from 1937-1953 in excellent
sound.
3. For those interested in a complete
version of the Nov. 6 audiocast: Greg
Fitzmaurice and Tim Lockley tell me
that a free online version exists at
Rapidshare.com and that an improved
version of that on CD can be obtained
from Greg Fitzmaurice; for details write
to him at GregFNC@ aol.com .

Heidi Melton in Voxna, July, 2008

Heidi Melton update
eidi Melton, whom we heard at the July, 2008 commemorative concert in Voxna, Sweden (see newsleller number 14, November,
2008), has recently won the George London Foundation Awards
Competition. Described by the NY Times as "one of the most prestigious
contests for promising young singes (35 and under) in North America;' the
award carries a prize of $ 10,000 to the top six contestants, and $1,000 to
eight others. T here were 26 finalists in the competition held March 20th,
2009 in the Morgan Library.
"The singers, wearing suits and colorful long gowns, ranged from conservalory students to graduates with blossoming professional careers. Gilder
Lehrman Hall is a beautifully designed and acoustically warm space but a
dangerous place for singers wilh something to prove. Despite its intimate size,
some of t he women, evidently determined to show that their voices could
potentially fill the Metropolitan Opera House, inflicted eardrum-shattering
moments on listeners:• according to the Times's correspondent, Vivian
Schweitzer.

H
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Of the great voices of the past century, which does
the public most want to hear?
John Steane finds out (reprinted, in part, from Gramophone magazine, February, 2009)

ore or less everything, it
seems, is now "historical" if it
dates back beyond the day
before yesterday. At least it won't be long
before 100 years of recording will be
seen as falling under that heading. A
hundred years, among other things, of
singing voices. And if the recent lists are
any indication, whom from out of that
century of singers does the general public most want to hear? The name that
leads all the rest, by some distance, is
Jussi Bjorling. The edition on Naxos
reaches its seventh volume, a collection
of songs is published on one label and
arias on another, and from EMI comes
the grand tribute of a five -CD album
covering a period of 30 years.
Most specialized is the Naxos disc,
presented as "Swedish National Romantic Songs;• recorded between 1929 and
1953. The rarest of the "DB" series
(DB5787) is there. "Skogen saver:' mag-

M

ically delicate, contrasting with the
sturdy deep-voiced "Morgan:' Most listeners will probably be content with the
selection included in the EMI album.
That overlaps very little with Testament's collection of songs and Nimbus's
of arias and duets with Robert Merrill.
The duets are the well known five from
their best-selling 1951 album with solos
by both singers aptly interspersed. The
transfers are fine, as indeed are they all,
with Naxos the brightest (comfortably
so, I found, for a few tracks at a time;
thereafter a little wearying). Most interesting is probably the Testament issue,
with some test pressings new to CD and
a major portion given over to the elusive
RCA song album of 1952. These are
particularly faithful recordings of Bjorlin g's voice as I remember it in London
concerts around that time- it is not
easy to describe what one perceived as
layers of sound ( overtones or wear?)
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around the main core of the voice, and
here they are, clearly to be heard. Much
of the singing, it must be added, is masterly. Brahms's "Die Mainacht" and
Grieg's "En svane" are fine examples.
The EMI album has something of
everything and, in its last disc, generous
excerpts form three of the complete operas Bjorling recorded on LP. The soprano is Victoria de las Angeles in each
of these, a distinguished Nedda, an
adorable Mimi and a deeply moving
Butterfly. She too has an EMI album devoted to her, this time running to seven
discs, again ranging widely in its coverage of opera and song, the hoped-for
classics with a sufficient mingling of the
less expected. ■

